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A hybrid PARAFAC and principal-component model of tongue configuration in vowel production
is presented, using a corpus of German vowels in multiple consonant contexts~fleshpoint data for
seven speakers at two speech rates from electromagnetic articulography!. The PARAFAC approach
is attractive for explicitly separating speaker-independent and speaker-dependent effects within a
parsimonious linear model. However, it proved impossible to derive a PARAFAC solution of the
complete dataset~estimated to require three factors! due to complexities introduced by the
consonant contexts. Accordingly, the final model was derived in two stages. First, a two-factor
PARAFAC model was extracted. This succeeded; the result was treated as the basic vowel model.
Second, the PARAFAC model error was subjected to a separate principal-component analysis for
each subject. This revealed a further articulatory component mainly involving tongue-blade activity
associated with the flanking consonants. However, the subject-specific details of the mapping from
raw fleshpoint coordinates to this component were too complex to be consistent with the PARAFAC
framework. The final model explained over 90% of the variance and gave a succinct and
physiologically plausible articulatory representation of the German vowel space. ©1999
Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!03608-5#

PACS numbers: 43.70.Bk, 43.70.Kv, 43.70.Aj, 43.70.Jt@AL #
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INTRODUCTION

A fundamental task in phonetic research is to arrive a
better understanding of how the set of contrasts required
particular linguistic system on the one hand is implemen
by the speech motor system on the other. The linguistic s
tem with which we will be concerned here is the Germ
vowel system, which can certainly be regarded as involv
a rich set of contrasts.

The search to understand the motor implementation
such a system can lead in a number of different directio
For example, there is the major question of the interarticu
tory coordination of different speech organs. Thus a pho
logically defined contrast such as rounding proves to invo
not only labial activity but also positioning of tongue an
larynx ~Wood, 1986; Hoole and Kroos, 1998!. In a similar
vein, there is the question of how lingual and mandibu
activity are coordinated for vowel articulation~Johnson
et al., 1993; Hoole and Ku¨hnert, 1996!. A second important
direction concerns the temporal organization of speech,
example, the way in which a contrast such as tense versu
is reflected in the organization of elementary CV and V
movements for the production of complete syllables~Kroos
et al., 1997!. In this paper we will be concentrating on a thi
important area, namely on the search for an efficient
hopefully revealing characterization ofresulting tongue po-
sition in vowel production~i.e., we leave aside the questio
of separate lingual and mandibular contributions to result
tongue position!. This is a further crucial level, since tongu
shape is largely responsible for vocal tract shape and thu
fundamental acoustic properties of the sounds produced~see
Hoole, 1999, for preliminary analysis of articulatory-acous
relations based on some of the speech material used in
present study!.

We will explore a data-driven procedure for deriving
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model of vowel articulation. This approach seems justifi
given that no complete concensus exists for the most ap
priate articulatory characterization of vowels~Wood, 1975;
Fischer-Jørgensen, 1985!. Nonetheless, for the central tech
nique to be used, the PARAFAC method of factor analysis
has been claimed that it can uncover structures in the
that are not just convenient statistical constructs but actu
have explanatory power.

Our question essentially boils down to determining ho
many dimensions underly the tongue shapes that can be
served for vowel articulation, and what their nature is. Th
it is inherently very unlikely that each of the many Germ
vowels represents a unique way of configuring the tong
rather, one would suspect that vowels scale a few comm
underlying patterns in slightly different ways. Indeed, giv
the fact that many descriptions of vowels use a tw
dimensional framework~e.g., the traditional vowel chart
classification in terms of location, and width of the ma
constriction;F1 versus various combinations of the high
formants! it would be fairly surprising if the number of di
mensions determined from direct measurement of ton
shape were substantially different from two. But prec
number and nature remain an open empirical question
cannot be assumeda priori.

We can also consider the question of empirically unco
ering the organizational principles underlying observable
ticulatory behavior from the point of view of the raw da
available to articulatory analysis. We will be working wit
fleshpoint data from EMMA sensors. The raw data fro
such a sensor are not particularly revealing in themselv
the simple act of gluing a sensor to the tongue, howev
carefully and systematically done, introduces an elemen
arbitrariness to the data. But it is a common problem in p
chological research, and one of the motivations for the
1020(2)/1020/13/$15.00 © 1999 Acoustical Society of America
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velopment of factor analysis, that the underlying behavio
‘‘building blocks’’ cannot be measured directly, but must
inferred from a multiplicity of ~probably correlated! mea-
sures made on the behavioral surface. Similarly, direct m
surements of the possible physiological building blocks
speech are very difficult to make, even with EMG~but see
Maeda and Honda, 1994!; nonetheless, measurements ma
on the tongue surface should systematically reflect th
building blocks, and we may suspect that, due to the limi
deformability of the tongue, their number is substantially le
than the eight raw articulatory variables we have available
our data set~corresponding to two spatial dimensions me
sured at four sensor locations!.

At the very least, such an endeavour should lead t
more readily apprehensible picture of the relation betw
vocal tract shape and linguistic structure, and ideally the
sults should be characterized by low dimensionality co
pared to the raw variables, phonetic interpretability, a pot
tially close relationship to the actual dimensions
organization employed by speakers, and finally by gene
izability over speakers and perhaps languages.

We will here propose a hybrid PARAFAC an
principal-component model of tongue position in Germ
vowel production. The initial focus will be on th
PARAFAC approach, which has given phonetically intere
ing results in a range of investigations~Harshmanet al.,
1977; Jackson, 1988; most recently Nixet al., 1996!.
PARAFAC is one of a class of three-mode analysis pro
dures, contrasting with standard principal-component
factor analyses, which are two-mode procedures. In the
ter, the data to be analyzed are arranged in a t
dimensional array of observations~in our case the individua
vowels! for a set of variables~in our case the fleshpoin
coordinates!. PARAFAC requires an inherently three
dimensional data structure, with the third dimension be
represented in our case by the speakers~for a recent very
extensive alternative approach to the analysis of mu
speaker datasets see Hashiet al., 1998!. The main advantage
of PARAFAC over standard two-mode procedures is tha
allows the problem of rotational indeterminacy in the orie
tation of the factor axes to be resolved, giving, it is claime
greater explanatory power to the factors. A further rela
advantage, which is particularly important in the context
our current main goal of understanding the articulatory str
ture of a complete vowel system, is that the linguistic ide
tity of the utterances analyzed is directly reflected in the w
the data are structured for input to the PARAFAC algorith
In other words, the data structure implicitly captures the
vestigator’s knowledge as to what constitute linguistica
equivalent observations for the different speakers. This c
trasts with typical use of two-mode principal component
factor analyses~e.g., Maeda, 1990!, where the aim is to
sample the space of possible tongue shapes in some a
priate way, but without any particular reference to the l
guistic identity of the selected observations.

Nonetheless, the PARAFAC model has a simple lin
form:

Given measurements fornv vowels fromna articulators
for ns speakers, and assumingn f factors are extracted, the
1021 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 106, No. 2, August 1999
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the results of the PARAFAC procedure are contained
three loading matricesV, A, andS ~for vowels, articulators,
and speakers! with dimensionsnv3n f , na3n f , and ns
3n f , respectively.

For speakerk the complete datasetYk ~dimension
na3nv) predicted by the model is then given by

Yk5ASkV
T, ~1!

where Sk is a matrix with thekth row of S on the main
diagonal and zero elsewhere, andVT is the transpose ofV.

The articulators could be either a set of measureme
along predefined gridlines or a set of fleshpointx andy co-
ordinates. Measurements for these articulators are assu
to be expressed as deviations from the mean for each spe
over all vowels~the formulation given here follows Jackso
1988, p. 129. See Nixet al., 1996, p. 3708 and Harshma
et al., 1977, p. 699, for alternative notations!.

The simplicity of the model should be apparent from th
formulation. Its potential for a parsimonious representat
can be illustrated as follows: If two factors are enough
model a hypothetical dataset of ten vowels, ten speakers,
ten articulators, then the total size of the loading matrice
23~10110110!560 compared to~10310310!51000 ele-
ments in the raw dataset.

Nonetheless, finding a solution to the PARAFAC equ
tion is mathematically more complex than the two-mo
case and experimenter judgement plays a greater role.

In particular, the algorithm must be told in advance ho
many components to extract, whereas for princip
component analysis one can simply decide afterward h
many components to retain for further consideration. In
dition, the reliability of the solution must be assessed: Ja
son ~1988! discusses criteria for successful solutions un
the headings convergence, uniqueness, degeneracy, ge
izability, and goodness of fit~each of these criteria will be
expanded on where appropriate below!.

Moreover, there are also two sides to the simplicity
the model. On the one hand, it is very attractive that spea
specific and speaker-independent effects are explicitly se
rated in the model; on the other hand, the model makes v
strong assumptions about the form that these speaker-spe
effects can take, i.e., each factor is simply scaled by a sin
speaker-specific weight for all vowels. As Harshmanet al.
~1977! put it:

‘‘Thus if speaker A uses more of factor 1 than do
speaker B for a particular vowel, then speaker A must
more of factor 1 than speaker B in all other vowels. The ra
of any two speakers’ usage of a given factor must be
same for all vowels’’~p. 699!.

Are these assumptions justified for human speech beh
ior? Interestingly, more recent work from UCLA~Johnson
et al., 1993! seems to have seen a turning away from t
model and an emphasis on speaker-specific articulatory s
egies that would not be compatible with the PARAFA
model. This kind of behavior emerged particularly from
analysis of patterns ofinterarticulator coordination~tongue,
jaw! but the authors concede that the assumptions of
model may still hold for an examination ofresulting tongue
position. Nixet al. ~1996! appear to concur with this view:
1021Philip Hoole: Tongue configurations of German vowels
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‘‘the current claim is not that all speakers articulate t
same vowels in exactly the same way; the claim made he
that two specific dimensions form an effective basis for
space of tongue shapes...’’~p. 3716!.

Thus while one may even go as far as Nixet al. ~1996!
that the model is ‘‘undoubtedly ultimately incorrect’’~p.
3708!, it has nevertheless consistently given phonetically
teresting characterizations of vowel systems. Moreover,
applying this attractively simple model we obtain the impo
tant benefit of aquantitativeestimate of what might remain
to be gained—at the price of greater complexity—from
more sophisticated model, and thus of how urgent the se
for such a model really is. In addition to this quantitati
benefit, it indeed turned out in the course of applying
model that we obtained improvedqualitative insight as to
where, in phonetic terms, speaker normalization by
simple PARAFAC linear scaling approach is too restrictiv
Specifically, this mainly appeared to involve consonantal
fluences on vowel articulation, and led to the abovem
tioned hybrid modeling approach, in which the PARAFA
model was supplemented by a principal-component appro
that retained as much as possible of the spirit of
PARAFAC approach, while incorporating a relaxation of t
constraints on the possible form of speaker-specific effec

I. SCOPE OF THE INVESTIGATION

The dataset to which we wished to apply the PARAFA
approach is richer in two main respects than those repo
elsewhere in the literature. First, we had recorded data
seven speakers. This is a larger number than has previo
been used for PARAFAC analyses of tongue configurat
~though Linker, 1982, has analyzed lip configuration
eight speakers of multiple languages!. More significantly,
each speaker recorded the speech material at two diffe
speech rates~normal and fast! in separate sessions. It ha
been clear since the investigation of Kuehn and Moll~1976!
that speakers implement an increase in speech rate by d
ent means. The main possibilities appear to be either a
eral scaling down of articulation, or a pattern in which the
is little target undershoot, but in which temporal compress
~not considered directly here; see Krooset al., 1997! is
achieved by increasing velocity. Both these patterns re
sent consistent types of articulatory behavior, which sho
emerge as such in the speaker weights derived by
PARAFAC algorithm. For the present purposes the main
terest is methodological: The claim that the PARAFAC
gorithm allows us to capture underlying principles of artic
latory organization would be seriously compromised
speaker weights varied haphazardly over sessions.
would suggest that the algorithm is unduly sensitive to in
dental but unavoidable differences in recording conditio
over sessions. In practice, for the purpose of running
algorithm the seven speakers3two sessions are simpl
treated as 14 different speakers. After running the algorit
the patterns in the speaker weights for the two sessions
then be compared.

Second, our speech material also included all vowels
three different consonantal contexts. Previous PARAF
analyses have typically analyzed vowels in only one con
1022 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 106, No. 2, August 1999
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~or at least only one token per vowel!. Would it be possible
to capture effects of consonantal context on vowel articu
tion in this kind of analysis? As we will see below, this ta
turned out to be not completely straightforward and requi
a departure from the basic PARAFAC model.

Application to data with carefully controlled consona
tal contexts was also a necessary first step toward potent
being in a position to apply the PARAFAC approach to
further more natural corpus we have available for ea
speaker, in which each vowel is spoken in 15 different co
sonantal contexts.

A further difference between our work and earlier wo
lies in the use of fleshpoint data. Nixet al. ~1996! suggested
that the original PARAFAC work based on cineradiograph
measurements made along anatomically defined grid l
may artificially constrain the possible solutions—i.e., there
no straightforward way of capturing horizontal movement
tongue tip/blade. In their reanalysis of Harshmanet al.’s
~1977! radiographic data~13 gridlines! they determined the
x/y coordinates of 13 ‘‘pseudo-pellets’’ equally spaced
the tongue contour~op. cit., p. 3711! and suggested that th
resulting solution was more easily interpretable. Yet as fa
we know, directly measured as opposed to reconstruc
fleshpoint data has not yet been analyzed with
PARAFAC technique, so the above claim could clearly be
efit from further substantiation. Measured fleshpoint d
also have one clear disadvantage compared to radiogra
data, which is that the pharyngeal region is typically not w
represented. However, work by Kaburagi and Honda~1994!
using simultaneous articulographic and ultrasound meas
ments of the tongue indicated that the tongue contour co
be reconstructed quite well from electromagnetic sensors
tached to the tongue at realistically accessible locations~see
also Badinet al., 1997!.

In purely numerical terms we have 8 pieces of articu
tory information available per utterance~4 sensors32 coor-
dinates!, compared to 13 for the original Harshmanet al.
radiographic study.

A final minor point where our work supplements prev
ous work is that the German vowel system has yet to
analyzed with this approach. The German vowel system
fers both phonetically and phonologically quite substantia
from the American English system. In particular, due to t
presence of front rounded vowels~and leaving diphthongs
out of consideration! there are 50% more vowels to be co
sidered.

II. THE DATASET

A. Subjects

The speakers consisted of seven adults, six males
one female, all phonetically trained and experimentally e
perienced. Their dialects showed no marked regional cha
teristics but conformed to general High German.

B. Speech material

The speech sample consisted of all~15! monophthongal
vowels of German. These can be grouped with one excep
~}b! into tense–lax~long–short! pairs: /{b,(/, /Ñb,+/, /|b,}/,
/Öb,!/, /Äb,~/, /Çb,Å/, /Éb,*/.
1022Philip Hoole: Tongue configurations of German vowels
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The test utterances were formed by inserting the vow
into three different consonant contexts: /!q!/, /#q#/, and
/%q%/. These contexts were chosen to give three strong
clearly defined directions of coarticulation with neighbori
sounds. Each symmetric CVC sequence, in turn, was em
ded in a carrier phrase of the structureIch habe geCVCe
gesagt~I said ! with stress on the target vowel. Th
resulting test words are not lexical items in German but
conform to regular word formation rules. Spellings were d
vised using regular German spelling rules and the wo
were presented to the subjects in ordinary German ortho
phy. The speakers read five repetitions of each of the C
combinations at two different speaking rates, normal a
fast.

C. Recordings

Articulatory movements were monitored by means
electromagnetic midsagittal articulography~AG100,
Carstens Medizinelektronik!. For a general overview o
EMMA, see Perkellet al. ~1992!; for an evaluation of the
AG100, see Hoole~1996!.

In order to register tongue movements, four transduc
were mounted on the midline of the tongue at roughly eq
distant intervals from about 1 to 6 cm from the tongue t
The main anatomical reference used was to locate the t
coil in line with the rear edge of the lower second mola
with the tongue at rest in the mouth~normally roughly below
the junction of the hard and soft palate!. Jaw and lower-lip
movement were also monitored, but will not be discuss
further here. Two coils tracked head movement and w
attached to the bridge of the nose and to the border of
upper incisors and gums. Finally, two additional referen
coils mounted on a bite-plate were used to define the h
zontal axis as the line from the lower edge of the up
central incisors to the lower edge of the upper second mo
Figure 1 shows typical locations of the transducers.

Movements were recorded with a sampling frequency
250 Hz ~low-pass filtered at 35 Hz!. The audio signal was
recorded on DAT tape, with synchronization pulses gen
ated by the computer on the second channel. For a deta
description of system calibration and data preparation,
Hoole ~1996!.

D. Experimental procedure

The subjects were tested in two separate recording
sions, usually a few days apart, lasting about 1 h each. In the
first recording session the speakers produced the uttera

FIG. 1. Experimental setup showing approximate sensor locations~omitting
reference sensor on bridge of nose!.
1023 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 106, No. 2, August 1999
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at normal speech rate, in the second recording at a
speech rate. The consistency of the speech rate acros
experimental session was controlled by regular presentat
of taped example utterances which were determined for e
subject individually in a previous pilot study.

During the recording sessions transducers were m
tored with a set of online procedures for evidence of m
alignment relative to the transmitter assembly~cf. Perkell
et al., 1992; Hoole, 1996!.

In a separate session, a reference trace of the midsag
contour of the subjects’ hard palate was made from a de
impression.

For each vowel, one frame of articulatory data was e
tracted at the acoustically defined midpoint of the vow
This was generally very close to the point that would
extracted by means of a minimum articulator velocity cri
rion, but avoided problems with a few systematic cas
where minimum velocity was poorly defined, particular
back vowels in /%/-context.

The data were then averaged over the five repetition
each vowel in each of the three consonantal contexts. T
can be expected to improve the fit of the model to the data
removing some random variation and represents a slight
parture from the procedure followed in earlier investigatio
in which individual vowel tokens were analyzed~in radio-
graphic studies multiple repetitions have generally not b
available!. The use of averaged data appears justified si
we are principally interested here in regularities in tong
configuration in the realization of the German vowel syste
We have discussed patterns of token-to-token variability
vowel production elsewhere~Hoole and Ku¨hnert, 1995!.

After averaging over individual tokens the overall me
of each articulator position was then determined for ea
subject and subtracted from the data. The data seen by
subsequent algorithm thus consist of displacements from
average articulatory configuration of each subject.

III. ANALYSIS

This main section will trace out the steps required
arrive at a phonetically satisfying model of our dataset. T
ride toward a PARAFAC model of vowel articulation turne
out to be a bumpy one, and, as already mentioned abov
departure from the basic PARAFAC framework was ul
mately required. Identifying in phonetic terms the sources
these difficulties effectively constitutes one of the results
this study.

The procedures followed and the results obtained will
given in the following four subsections: A. Development
the PARAFAC model; B. Discussion of the model; C. E
tension of the model; D. Discussion of the extensions.

A. Development of the PARAFAC model
1. A false start

As already mentioned, for PARAFAC analysis it is ne
essary to choose the number of factors on which to base
model. A preliminary stage therefore involves assessing
number of factors likely to be appropriate to the data. O
way of doing this is to apply a~two-mode! principal-
component analysis to each speaker individually. If t
speaker-specific differences are consistent with
1023Philip Hoole: Tongue configurations of German vowels
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displacement from mean tongue position caused by s
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~positive deviation: unfilled circles; negative deviation
circles with crosses!. More anterior locations are to the
left. Percent variance explained is also indicated.
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PARAFAC model, then PARAFAC should be able to mod
the complete data set using the number of factors typic
appropriate for individual speakers in a principal-compon
analysis. For our data, the principal-component analyses
sistently gave the picture that three factors captured the
well. The first two factors together usually accounted
about 85% of the variance and generally bore some res
blance to the factors referred to by Harshmanet al. ~1977! as
‘‘front raising’’ and ‘‘back raising,’’ respectively. The third
factor, typically accounting for about 12% of the varianc
captured the alternation between tongue-blade and ton
dorsum raising for the~in our data! mutually exclusive con-
sonantal contexts /#/ and /%/. An example of this analysis fo
one speaker is shown in Fig. 2.

It thus appeared warranted by the data to base
PARAFAC model on three factors. This figure also seem
plausible in phonetic terms, based on the expectation
roughly two-dimensional vowel space, plus an additional
mension to capture nonvocalic behavior of the tongue-
The attempt proved unsuccessful, however. The algori
failed to converge. This suggests that some aspects o
structure of the dataset are inconsistent with the PARAF
model, and suspicion falls most obviously on the influence
consonantal context, as this represents the most substa
extension of our dataset compared with earlier, succes
applications of the PARAFAC model. We will return aga
below to more precise consideration of the properties of
data inconsistent with the PARAFAC model.

Before attempting further analysis of the comple
dataset it now appeared necessary to analyze the da
separately for each consonantal context, first, in order sim
to confirm that our data are amenable to analysis under
ditions comparable to other reported investigations, and
ond, in order to provide a baseline against which to jud
further attempts at getting to grips with the full data set.

2. Models for individual consonantal contexts

We present first the results for the vowels spoken in
/!q!/ context, as this can be regarded as the most neu
consonantal context with regard to lingual articulation.

Based on the results of the principal-component anal
and results from the literature mentioned above we wo
expect a two-factor solution to be appropriate for a data
involving only one consonantal context. This indeed turn
out to be the case. The two-factor solution was clearly r
able~whereas, as a cross-check, a three-factor solution a
was not!.
1024 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 106, No. 2, August 1999
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Here we should state more explicitly how reliability wa
assessed. For this stage of the analysis the following
criteria were used: first, the alternating least squares a
rithm had to succeed in converging and giving the sa
solution when initiated from at least six different rando
starting points; second, acceptable values of a diagnostic
degeneracy had to be obtained. Following Nixet al. ~in turn
quoting Harshman and Lundy, 1984!, this was based on the
triple product~over the three modes! of the correlations be-
tween corresponding sets of weights for each pair of fac
~in practice we never have more than one pair!. Harshman
suggested that triple products more negative than20.3 are
indicative of a degenerate model since the factors in the
are simply tending to cancel each other out.1

For the two-factor solution of the /!/-context material
the unexplained variance amounted to 7.7% and the rms
ror to 1.24 mm. This is very much par for the course: f
example, Harshmanet al. obtained 7.4% variance unex
plained and an rms error of 1.74 mm.

As explained in the Introduction, the algorithm provid
three sets of weights for each of the two factors: for t
articulators~tonguex and y displacements!, for the vowels
and for the speakers. After deriving the final PARAFA
model we will look in detail below at the patterns to b
observed in each of these sets of weights. Suffice it to
here, for this first analysis based on /!/-context only, that the
first factor represents a contrast between high front and
back and the second factor mid front to high back. Parti
larly for the first factor this is not unlike Harshmanet al.’s
original two-factor solution.

For the /%/-context vowels a two-factor model was als
successfully extracted. Both the modelling error~9% vari-
ance unexplained, 1.1-mm rms error! and the model itself
were very similar to the /!/-context analysis. The latter as
pect can be assessed by separately calculating for each f
the triple product of the correlation coefficients between c
responding sets of weights in the /!/-context model and the
/%/-context model. Highly similar models would have trip
products approaching11.2 For the two models compare
here we obtained values of 0.84 for factor 1 and 0.69
factor 2~we note in passing that specifically for the corre
tion between the vowel weights we would expect a high
not perfect correlation since the two sets of vowels, i
those spoken in /!/-context and those spoken in /%/-context,
are obviously in some sense different!.

Surprisingly, the extraction of a two-factor model for th
/#/-context vowels ran into problems. The algorithm to
longer to converge than in the /!/- and /%/-contexts and the
1024Philip Hoole: Tongue configurations of German vowels
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resulting solution gave strong signs of being degenerate—
triple product was strongly negative:20.56 ~the amount of
unexplained variance was also rather higher at 13%,
though the rms error remained about the same: 1.2 m!.
Moreover, the solution was substantially different from t
/!/-case, especially for factor 2, the triple product of the c
relation coefficients being 0.8 for factor 1 and20.13 for
factor 2.

One possible reason for a degenerate solution can be
extraction of too many factors from the data. At first sigh
seems phonetically very implausible that this can be the c
here, since it is unclear how one could model a vowel sys
such as German with just one factor. Indeed, checks mad
extracting a one-factor solution for each of the three con
nant contexts separately provided no evidence at all that
/#/-context data could be better modeled than the other
contexts with only one factor.

However, as we will see below, there remains a grain
truth in this possibility. A further situation that can lead
degeneracy is inconsistency of the data with the PARAF
model. As we will also see below, it turns out that the w
tongue tip/blade raising is captured by the front two EMM
sensors exhibits speaker-specific patterns that run contra
the PARAFAC model. And clearly this problem is most re
evant in the /#/-context.

These separate analyses of individual consonant c
texts had indicated what the ideal result for a compl
model might be~i.e., an rms modeling error in the region o
1.2 mm! and also enabled potential problems in the data
be localized. The aim was now to proceed back towar
model for the complete data set.

3. Models for multiple consonantal contexts

As a first step back we tested whether a successful t
factor model could be extracted when the data involving
two ‘‘easy’’ consonant contexts /!/ and /%/ were analyzed
together. This proved to be the case. Compared to the p
ous independent analyses of the /!/- and /%/-context vowel
material, the unexplained variance and the rms error dete
rated somewhat to 12% and 1.5 mm, respectively. The mo
for combined /!/- and /%/-context vowel material was ver
similar to the model extracted for /!/-context only, the triple
product of the correlations between combined- and sin
consonant models amounting to 0.97 and 0.98 for facto
and 2, respectively. The combined-consonant model was
similar to the model extracted for /%/-context only—the cor-
responding triple products being 0.94 and 0.78.3

Since this step had been successful we then restored
t-context material to the dataset and extracted atwo-factor
solution for the complete dataset. This was also successf
the sense that the algorithm converged readily to a repro
ible solution, and no evidence of degeneracy was found.
surprisingly, however, there was a further noticeable incre
in model error. Unexplained variance now amounted to 2
and the rms error to 1.9 mm. In the subsection below
extending the model we will look in detail at the model erro
in particular with regard to subject-specific and subje
independent patterns and with regard to the influence of c
sonantal coarticulatory effects. But first we will concentra
1025 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 106, No. 2, August 1999
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in the next subsection on discussing in detail the two-fac
PARAFAC solution just extracted from the complete datas
It seems justifiable to use this as our basic model of vo
articulation since the two-factor solution extracted from t
complete dataset is still very similar to the solutions for t
simple ‘‘p-only’’ or ‘‘k-only’’ data: triple products of 0.96
and 0.55 for factors 1 and 2, respectively~p-only compari-
son! and 0.93 and 0.88~k-only comparison!.

B. Discussion of the PARAFAC model

Detailed presentation of the two-factor model can p
ceed most conveniently by taking each of the three set
weights in turn.

1. Articulator weights

The weights with respect to each factor for the eig
articulator coordinates can be shown most vividly by plotti
each factor as a pattern of tongue displacement around a
age tongue position using averaged speaker weights. Th
sult is shown in the two panels of Fig. 3.

The first factor shape looks quite similar to the first fa
tor derived by Harshmanet al., and referred to by them a
‘‘front raising.’’ In our Fig. 3 we see substantial raising~and
some advancement! of the front part of the tongue, and ad
vancement~with some raising! of the rear part of the tongue
Our second factor is less similar to their second one, ho

FIG. 3. Tongue shapes related to the factors of the two-factor PARAF
model of the complete dataset. Each panel shows displacement using
speaker weights from mean tongue position~shown by dotted line! caused
by setting each factor in turn to62 standard deviations~positive deviation:
unfilled circles; negative deviation: circles with crosses!. More anterior lo-
cations are to the left. Palate contour is an average of overlapping por
of the palate contours of the seven speakers.
1025Philip Hoole: Tongue configurations of German vowels
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ory
ever~referred to by them as ‘‘back raising’’!. It would share
with Harshmanet al.’s factor the responsibility for forming a
constriction in the velar region, but our factor 2 shows abo
all a pattern of advancement and retraction, which is har
the case for the ‘‘back raising’’ factor.

Based on the rationale of Nixet al. that there may be
advantages in interpretability in analyzing truex/y compo-
nents of fleshpoint movement rather than displaceme
along a fixed set of gridlines, one might have expected
our result would be more similar to the Nixet al. reanalysis
of the Harshman data. But this does not really seem to be
case. Our factor 1 is fairly similar to what~confusingly!
emerges as factor 2 in their reanalysis~Nix et al., 1996, Fig.
7b, p. 3715! but their factor does not involve much change
oral opening at the frontmost tongue location. Their facto
is similar to our factor 2 in mainly involving retraction ve
sus advancement, but whereas our factor 2 couples slig
higher tongue position with retraction, with them the opp
site is the case.

We will return in the concluding discussion to the d
ferences between our solution and other solutions from
literature.

2. Vowel weights

We now turn to consideration of how the German vow
system is represented in the space of the first two fact
The three panels of Fig. 4 show the distribution of the vo
els in this space separately for each of the three conson
contexts.

Factor 1 has been allotted to the ordinate since it has
strongest tongue-raising component; however, since ne
factor exclusively involves raising versus lowering, or a
vancement versus retraction, the vowel space mapped ou
the two factors is rotated with respect to traditional phone
representations of the vowel space. The extreme vowels
each factor are /{:/ and /Ç:/ for factor 1 and /}:/ and /É:/ for
factor 2.

Let us first discuss some further features of the vow
space that are similar over consonant context, before tur
to some important differences.

We will look first at the contrast between tense and
vowels. Here we need to consider front and back vow
separately. We find for the front vowels and /~/ that the lax
variant takes on less extreme values~i.e., closer to zero! for
factor 1.4 However, a consistent pattern with respect to fac
1026 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 106, No. 2, August 1999
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2 is not discernible. For the back vowels /É/ and /Ç/ the
situation is different since it is now factor 2 rather than fac
1 that shows the more consistent pattern: Lax vowels sh
less extreme values with respect to factor 2.

Comparing front unrounded and rounded vowels, it
clearly the case that the rounded cognates occupy less
treme positions with respect to factor 1. In fact, every fro
rounded vowel is actually closer on the factor 1 dimens
not to its direct unrounded cognate, but to the phonologica
next lowest unrounded vowel~/Ñ:/ closer to /|:/ than to /{:/,
etc.!. The comparison between unrounded and rounded
has similarities to that between tense and lax~see also Hoole
and Kühnert, 1996!. However, the unrounded–rounded co
trast also involves slightly but consistently more negat
values of factor 2 for unrounded~i.e., these show, roughly
speaking, more fronting than the rounded vowels!.

Let us now consider differences in the vowel space
the different consonantal contexts. Perhaps the most stri
feature is the distribution of the vowels with respect to fac
2 for the /#/-context compared to the other two contexts.
/#/-context essentially all vowels except the tense back vo
els /É:/ and /Ç:/ cluster close to zero; the range of variatio
along the factor 2 dimension is compressed, compared to
other two contexts. This probably provides part of the rea
why we encountered difficulties in extracting a stable tw
factor solution for /#/-context vowels on their own. Consid
ering factor 2 primarily as an advancement-retraction dim
sion, the effect is thus essentially one of retraction of
front vowels ~and /~/! in /#/-context. This is so substantia
that there is no overlap in factor 2 values for front vowels
/#/-context with their values in the other two contexts. This
illustrated in terms of the complete fleshpoint data for o
vowel of one speaker in the top panel of Fig. 5. The direct
of this trend was absolutely consistent over all front vow
and all speakers. In terms of the raw data, the second ton
sensor from the front was located on average about 4
more posteriorily in /#/-context than in /%/-context, with gen-
erally larger effects for lax vowels than tense vowels and
the normal compared to fast-rate sessions.

A corollary of this finding is that the nominally fron
vowel /!/ is located very close to the back vowels /*/ and /Å/
in the /#/-context but is widely separated from them in th
other two contexts. This is illustrated in terms of the ra
fleshpoint data of one speaker in the bottom panel of Fig

It should be remarked that these strong coarticulat
an-

is

g

FIG. 4. Distribution of vowels in the factor 1/factor 2
space, shown separately for each of the three conson
tal contexts. Lower-case letters{, Ñ, |, Ö, ~, Ç, andÉ are
used as generic symbols for the long/short~tense/lax!
pairs /{b, (/, /Ñb, +/, /|b, }/, /Öb, !/, /~b, ~/, /Çb, Å/, and
/Éb, */, respectively. The long member of each pair
enclosed in a circle, the short member in a square. ‘‘}’’
with circular enclosure in the figure indicates the lon
vowel /}b/ ~no short counterpart!.
1026Philip Hoole: Tongue configurations of German vowels
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FIG. 5. Two examples of coarticula
tory effects on tongue configuration o
individual speakers. Top panel: Re
traction of front vowel /|:/ in /#/ vs /%/
context. Bottom panel: Approximation
of front vowel /!/ and back vowel /Å/
in /#/-context.
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effects captured by factor 2 involve advancement/retrac
of the complete tongue; it is not until we extend the mo
below that we will be able to observe more localized co
ticulatory contrasts in the region of the tongue-tip—which
where coarticulatory effects of /#/ might, a priori, have been
expected to be most salient. In fact, as far as we are aw
this very simple yet basic finding that front vowels in /#/-
context have a more retracted tongue-body position tha
/%/-context has not yet been reported in the literature.
though it may seem counterintuitive at first blush, it is pro
ably a natural strategy to provide the tongue-tip with room
elevate to form the alveolar closure.

A final, briefer observation related to coarticulatory e
fects remains to be made. The most neutral context /!/ shows
very clearly an effect that has been known for almost 1
years, and has provoked much debate over the course o
century ~Meyer, 1910; Wood, 1975; Fischer-Jørgens
1985!, namely that /(/, the lax cognate of /{:/, is substantially
lower ~here in terms of factor 1! than the next lowest tens
vowel /|:/ ~ceteris paribus for /Ñ:/!. However, when coarticu
latory effects are taken into account this effect becom
blurred: In /%/-context /(/ has about the same value as /|:/,
and /+/ is somewhat higher than /Öb:/. Again this is probably
an easily explainable effect: /%/-context tends to elevat
tongue-body position and does so relatively more for the
vowels.

3. Subject weights

The subject weights are displayed in Fig. 6 with t
same assignment of the factors to thex andy axes as used fo
the vowel space. From several points of view the pattern
the weights confirms that the extracted model is a satis
tory one. First of all, the sign of the weights is the same
all subjects. If, for a given factor, there were differences
the sign of the subject weights this would indicate that
factor itself is being used to capture subject-specific featu
Such a situation would constitute a violation of the model
1027 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 106, No. 2, August 1999
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assumption of capturing subject-specific effects in a simp
scaling of subject-independent factors. Clearly this is not th
case in our data.5

The relationship of the weights for session 1~normal
rate! versus session 2~fast rate! is also intuitively satisfying.
Essentially one of two patterns occurs: Either the weights fo
session 2 are located closer to the origin for both factor
indicating a rather straightforward scaling down of articula
tion ~subjects B, C, M, S, and T!, or the weights remain close
together in the factor 1/factor 2 space, indicating that th
subjects made only little change in movement amplitude, b

FIG. 6. Distribution of subject weights in the factor 1/factor 2 space. Th
subject initial is enclosed in a circle for the normal-rate session and in
square for the fast-rate session. The two sessions of each subject are joi
by a dashed line.
1027Philip Hoole: Tongue configurations of German vowels
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importantly, remain consistent in their use of these two
mensions of tongue control: this applies to subject P an
slightly less obvious fashion to subject H. Subject P was
fact the subject who made least change in vowel dura
over the two sessions. Subject H did have a substan
change in vowel duration; this reflects the simple fact~men-
tioned in Sec. I! that changes in tempo do not have to
accompanied by a reduction of movement amplitude.

As also discussed in Sec. I, it would have been distu
ing if the subjects had shown unsystematic positioning
session 2 weights relative to session 1 weights in the fa
space; this would probably have necessitated the conclu
that differences over sessions over which we do not h
complete control, such as inevitable slight discrepancies~be-
tween subjects, and between the same subject in diffe
sessions! in attachment of the sensors to the tongue, co
have seriously deleterious effect on the interpretability of
results. Encouragingly, this does not occur, supporting
validity of this particular modeling approach on the basis
this particular kind of articulatory data.

The patterns in the speaker weights also make clear
a further prerequisite for successful application of t
PARAFAC algorithm is met; in order to solve the proble
of rotational indeterminacy of the factors, the PARAFA
algorithm requires the presence of differences in therelative
importance of the factors over subjects~Harshmanet al.,
1977, p. 699, draw an analogy to the solution of a system
simultaneous equations!. Our subject population appears
fulfill this requirement. Although there is a subgroup of su
jects quite close to a line with a gradient of 1, indicati
fairly restricted differences in the relative importance of t
two factors~subjects B, C, H, and T!, taking the group as a
whole ~refer in particular to P, S, and M! a wide range in the
relative contribution is covered.

Having made this point, it must be admitted that we n
reach the limit of the interpretability of the weights. Thu
while we can observe that, for example, speakers S an
represent the two extreme cases, the former making par
larly heavy use of factor 1, the latter of factor 2, we can
no more than speculate as to what these differences re
Harshmanet al. consider, for example, whether speak
weights can be related to anatomical features, such as
cavity length, or relative length of pharynx and oral cavi
but results were rather inconclusive. The main anatom
information we currently have available for our subjects co
sists of tracings of the hard-palate contour, but these did
provide any obvious clue as to what might lie behind t
different relative weight for S and P. Other systema
sources of influence on the speaker weights are certa
conceivable, such as slight differences in accent or in ove
articulatory setting~Laver, 1980!, but many more speaker
would be required to achieve a balanced assessment of
issues.

C. Extending the model

Although the two-factor PARAFAC model discussed
the previous section appeared to give a consistent and re
ing picture of vowel articulation per se, the process of e
traction pointed to the presence of subject-specific effe
1028 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 106, No. 2, August 1999
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probably related to consonantal coarticulation, not able to
captured in the model. In the present section we outline
approach followed to try to come to terms with these pro
lems and develop a model for the complete data set.

The approach essentially consists of examining the e
of the two-factor PARAFAC model for systematic effect
Using the three sets of PARAFAC weights and Eq.~1! we
can generate, for each subject separately, the articula
data predicted by the model. Subtracting this from the or
nal data~the input to the PARAFAC algorithm! gives the
model error—for every vowel and for every articulatory c
ordinate. Note that these subject-specific error matrices
constitute a kind of data that is very similar to the origin
datasets; whereas these original datasets measure disp
ment of the tongue from the mean articulator position,
new error datasets measure the displacement of the to
required to move it from its position predicted by th
PARAFAC model to its actual position. Thus following th
rationale underlying the whole of this paper, we can n
employ procedures such as principal-component analysi
uncover typical pattern~s! of tongue displacement allowing
us to succinctly capture a substantial proportion of the v
ance in the error data.

Carrying out separate principal-component analyses
the error data for each subject showed that the first princ
component explained at least 37%, and on average 49%
the variance in the data. It is revealing to plot the pattern
tongue displacement associated with the first principal co
ponent of the analyses. This can be done in a manner ent
analogous to the patterns of tongue displacement show
Fig. 3 for the factors of the PARAFAC model. Howeve
since there is a separate eigenvector for each subject,
must now be done in a subject-specific fashion. Figure
shows the results in this way.

Inspection of Fig. 7 suggests that conceptually this fi
principal component of the error captures rather similar
ticulatory behavior in each subject, namely the alternat

FIG. 7. Patterns of tongue displacement~around mean tongue position!
associated with the first principal component of the PARAFAC model er
~as in Fig. 3 configuration shown for62 standard deviations!. Patterns
shown separately for each subject and session.
1028Philip Hoole: Tongue configurations of German vowels
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between tongue-tip/blade raising~presumably for vowels in
/#/-context! and tongue-back raising~presumably for vowels
in /%/-context!. This is fortunate in terms of the aim, to whic
we still cling, of developing a reasonably parsimonio
model of the complete dataset. If these articulatory patte
had shown little in common over subjects, it would ha
meant that the residuals after extraction of the PARAF
model consisted of little more than idiosyncratic behavi
Nonetheless, it is important here to point out some cl
differences in the patterns over subjects. Because this p
cipal component represents an alternation between tip
back raising, there is an intersection of the tongue cont
associated with strongly positive principal-component sco
and the tongue contour associated with strongly nega
ones. However, the point of intersection differs over su
jects. This means that, particularly, the second tongue se
from the front shows variability in whether it tends to rai
or to lower for raised tongue-tip configuration~compare,
e.g., subjects P and S, normal rate!. The subjects also diffe
as to whether the raised tongue-tip configuration is ass
ated with fronting~e.g., subject C, normal rate! or retraction
~e.g., subject H, normal rate! of the tongue as a whole. Thes
are precisely the kind of subject-specific differences t
would be difficult to capture in the PARAFAC framework:
is not obvious how these individual tongue patterns could
generated by means of a simple subject-specific scaling
subject-independent vector of articulator weights. Presu
ably we find here the explanation for the failed attempt
derive a three-factor PARAFAC model.

However, we have been assuming that the princi
component extracted from the error data is conceptually v
similar over subjects—and is readily interpretable phon
cally. If this is accepted~and we will demonstrate more for
mally below that this does indeed seem to be justified! then it
suggests that the analysis of consonantal aspects of arti
tion reacts more sensitively to the precise location of sen
on the tongue~a problem of experimental technique! and/or
that the analysis must allow for subjects genuinely differ
more as to the precise regions of the tongue involved in
realization of a phonetically defined task~cf. examples in
Johnsonet al., 1993, p. 701!. In other words, consonants a
intrinsically less tractable objects for analysis of this ki
than vowels~Jackson, 1988, p. 140, discusses why vow
should be particularlywell-suited to this kind of analysis!.

The least parsimonious approach to modeling the co
plete dataset would now be to retain separately for each
ject both the eigenvector~length 8! defining the first princi-
pal component of the PARAFAC error, as well as ea
vowel’s score on that component@i.e., 14 subjects3 ~15
vowels18 articulator weights!#. Table I shows for each sub
ject the rms error after application of the PARAFAC mod
~first column! together with the remaining rms error aft
incorporating the tongue displacements captured by the
principal component of the PARAFAC model error in th
completely subject-specific manner just explained~second
column!. We will refer to the latter as the ideal error.

In the course of deriving the PARAFAC model in Se
III A above, we suggested that a desirable goal would be
1029 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 106, No. 2, August 1999
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have a model of the complete dataset that has an error m
nitude comparable to that found when models are set up
each consonant individually. In those terms our goal wo
be an rms error of about 1.2 mm. The second column
Table I shows that this aim could be comfortably achiev
with a completely subject-specific modeling of th
PARAFAC error. But can we still achieve this goal with
more parsimonious approach? Specifically, do we nee
separate set of vowel scores on the first principal compon
of the PARAFAC error for each subject? If we assume—
the spirit of the PARAFAC approach—that this first princ
pal component represents a similar underlying articulat
entity in each subject, and that the subjects employ this en
consistently over speech items, then this should not be n
essary. To test this idea we computed a single set of vo
scores by simply averaging over subjects each vowel’s sc
on the first principal component of the PARAFAC error~af-
ter first normalizing the scores of each subject to a stand
deviation of 1!. The resulting rms error is given in the firs
column of Table II for a model based on the two-fact
PARAFAC solution plus averaged vowel scores fro
principal-component analysis, but with subject-spec
eigenvectors from this analysis. The second column of
table gives the amount by which this falls short of t
‘‘ideal’’ result given in the second column of Table I.

As can be seen, the deterioration in accuracy is v
small, amounting to just over 0.1 mm on average. This s
gests that there is indeed justification for the PARAFAC-li
assumptions just made with respect to this first princi
component of the error. The main departure from t
PARAFAC conception is the more complex mapping fro
the underlying articulatory entity to the actual fleshpoint d
placements in individual subjects, captured in the subje
specific eigenvectors~articulator weights!.

D. Discussion of the extended model

It will be recalled that our initial estimate was that
model consisting of three factors was likely to be appropri

TABLE I. Column 1: rms error~in mm! for PARAFAC two-factor solution;
Column 2: Error after subject-specific principal-component analysis
model error~‘‘ideal’’ !.

Subject PARAFAC Ideal

Normal rate
C 1.6 1.1
T 1.7 1.0
H 2.0 0.9
B 1.4 0.9
M 2.3 1.5
P 1.9 1.2
S 1.9 1.1

Fast rate
C 1.9 1.1
T 1.5 0.9
H 1.7 0.9
B 1.4 1.0
M 2.3 1.2
P 2.2 1.3
S 1.8 1.1

Mean 1.8 1.1
1029Philip Hoole: Tongue configurations of German vowels
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to the data. The result of the previous section was in effec
provide the third factor for our model~and we will now refer
to it as ‘‘factor 3’’!. Articulator and subject aspects of th
factor have already been presented in some detail in
section. In the present section we look briefly at the rema
ing aspect, namely the vowel weights~i.e., the averaged
principal-component scores!. Since there appeared to b
some justification for regarding these weights as an acc
ably subject-independent representation, they can be plo
against the vowel weights from the PARAFAC analysis. T
most interesting combination seems to be to plot our ‘‘co
sonantal’’ factor 3 against the second PARAFAC fact
which, as Fig. 4 has shown, incorporated clear contex
effects. This combination is shown in Fig. 8.

Factor 3 on its own separates the speech material
respect to consonantal context quite clearly, with /%/-context
material at the positive end of this axis, /#/-context at the
negative end, and /!/-context clustering around zero. /#/- and
/%/-contexts show almost complete separation~the only ex-
ception is that tense /%~:%/ and /#É:#/ items have very similar
values, near zero, for factor 3!. /%/ and /!/, on the one hand
and /#/ and /!/, on the other hand, show slightly more overl
in terms of factor 3 alone, but taking the factor 2/factor
space overall, it is possible to delimit nonoverlapping regio
for each consonantal context~/%~:%/ remains the only excep
tion!. Factor 3 clearly makes no contribution at all to cha
acterizing individual vowel categories independently of co
sonantal context. The main regularity with regard
subcategories of vowels is that for /#/- and /%/-context the
short lax cognates occupy the more extreme positions on
factor axis. This is very clear for /#/-context, slightly less so
for /%/-context where the back vowels are an exception. T
more extreme location of the lax vowels is readily und
standable in terms of the lax vowels showing stronger c
sonantal coarticulatory effects at tongue-tip and tongue-b
for /#/ and /%/, respectively.

TABLE II. Column 1: Residual rms error~in mm!; Column 2: Shortfallre:
ideal error given in Table I.

Subject Residual Shortfall

Normal rate
C 1.2 0.09
T 1.2 0.16
H 1.2 0.28
B 1.1 0.16
M 1.7 0.16
P 1.2 0.04
S 1.3 0.19

Fast rate
C 1.1 0.07
T 1.0 0.12
H 1.0 0.07
B 1.0 0.07
M 1.3 0.13
P 1.5 0.14
S 1.2 0.04

Mean 1.2 0.12
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IV. GENERAL DISCUSSION

This study confirms on the basis of a particularly lar
dataset that the control of the tongue for speech is organ
around a small number of underlying components. Evide
for this has now accumulated from a number of studies.
vestigations restricted to vocalic articulations~e.g., the
PARAFAC investigations cited here! have typically ex-
tracted two factors;6 this meshes in well with our study sinc
the two factors from the PARAFAC-based part of our mod
gave a compact picture of the articulatory structure of
German vowel system. Investigations of both vocalic a
consonantal articulation~connected speech! have typically
required at least three factors for lingual articulation~e.g.,
Maeda, 1990; Sanguinetiet al., 1998; Badinet al., 1997!,
one of these obviously being closely related to tongue
activity; again this is in close agreement with our resu
Thus three components appear to capture much of the s
ing of the tongue for speech. Nonetheless, there is a str
possibility that this may underestimate the number sligh
Our present corpus was not intended to capture all aspec
consonantal articulation, but rather to simply maximize t
possibility for coarticulatory effects of consonants on vow
for a few important cases~major places of articulation!. We
will shortly be attempting to apply the techniques develop
in this paper to vowel articulations in a richer set of cons
nantal contexts~and spoken in more natural sentences!. The
possibility that the number of components should be sligh
higher appears all the stronger when it is recalled that
study, as well as many previous ones, has been restricte
mid-sagittal data. Stone and Lundberg~1996! investigated
static vowels and consonants using a three-dimensiona
trasound technique and determined by inspection four c
acteristic ways of shaping the tongue. Yehia and Tie

FIG. 8. Distribution of all vowel-consonant combinations in the fact
2/factor 3 space. Factor 2 is the PARAFAC factor also shown in Fig
Factor 3 is derived from the first principal component of the analysis of
PARAFAC error. Same vowel-labeling conventions as in Fig. 4.
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~1997! applied a principal-component analysis to vocal tr
shapes of static vowels acquired by means of NMRI.
though analysis of the complete vocal tract introduces art
latory features that go considerably beyond the tongue
itself, they found that four basis functions would account
about 90% of the variance in the 3-D shape of the vocal tr
and in fact just taking the first two would already account
about 80% of the variance.

The above discussion relates to the number of com
nents. Regarding thenature of the components, in Sec
III B 1 we went briefly into some similarities and difference
between our results and earlier investigations. It is clear
in the PARAFAC procedure the nature of the factors in
which observable tongue shapes can be decomposed is
sitive to the kind of data used. Nevertheless, the factor
ferred to by Harshmanet al. as ‘‘front raising,’’ and emerg-
ing as our factor 1, appears to represent a family of ton
shapes that emerges with considerable consistency from
varied investigations.

Regarding our second factor, which mainly involves a
vancement versus retraction, the fact that such a fa
emerged from our analysis~as it does in similar though by n
means identical fashion in the ‘‘pseudo-pellet’’ analysis
Nix et al.! supports the latter authors’ contention that use
a pre-defined grid system in radiographic analyses may
ficially constrain the solutions that can be obtained. Nixet al.
go further in contending that such a less constrained
proach results in a more interpretable solution, specificall
the sense that the orientation of the vowels in the fac
space more closely resembles a traditional vowel chart
resentation. It is indeed noteworthy that the distribution
the American English vowels in the factor space of Nixet al.
shows very similar values of their factor 2 for front/ba
pairs such as i/u and e/o that have the same vowel heig
traditional descriptions. However, this neat corresponde
may be an artifact of the American vowels, which after
are not very cardinal in quality. Their ‘‘pseudo-pellet
analysis of the American English vowels involves, by a
large, a rotation of the vowel space with respect to the re
of the original gridline analysis. However, if a similar rot
tion is applied to the gridline style analysis they carried o
on Jackson’s Icelandic data, then a vowel system wit
rather ‘‘nontraditional’’ orientation would result.7 The Ice-
landic vowels would actually then be oriented in a man
not dissimilar to the German vowels in our factor space.

In fact, we see no particular problem in accepting that
empirically derived model may appear rotated with resp
to traditional representations. Although empirically derive
we believe that our model is eminently interpretable. Inde
of all the PARAFAC analyses presented to date, we feel
ours fits in most naturally with a plausible pattern of und
lying muscle synergies. Specifically, Hondaet al. ~1993!
have proposed a two-dimensional physiological space
vowel articulation in which one axis is formed by th
agonist–antagonist pairing of Genioglossus Posterior w
Hyoglossus, while the second axis is formed by the pair
of Genioglossus Anterior and Styloglossus~see also Maeda
and Honda, 1994, especially Fig. 1!. These two physiologica
axes match up very well with our factors 1 and 2, resp
1031 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 106, No. 2, August 1999
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tively. It is instructive to refer to Fig. 9 of Hondaet al.
~1993! where they display some point vowels in the tw
dimensional physiological space defined by the aforem
tioned axes GGP-HG~ordinate! and GGA-SG~abscissa!. In
their figure, this coordinate system has been rotated by a
30 degrees, which would align the axes closer to the p
sumed main line of action of these muscles and in turn bri
the physiological vowel space into close coincidence wit
traditional vowel space, as they demonstrate by juxtapos
anF1 vsF2 plot of the vowels. Strikingly, a rotation of ou
factor space by the same amount~i.e., about 30 degrees!
would be quite consistent with the main direction of acti
of the factors as shown in Fig. 3, and simultaneously wo
also orient the vowels along more traditional lines in t
two-dimensional space~refer back to Fig. 4!.

Here we ought to return to the question of the tong
shapes captured by our factors since Maeda and Honda r
the two physiological dimensions GGP-HG and GGA-SG
two of the parameters in the articulatory model that Mae
~1990! had previously derived by factor analysis, name
‘‘tongue-dorsal-position’’ and ‘‘tongue-dorsal-shape,’’ re
spectively.

Our factor 1 appears to correspond quite well to t
former of these two parameters8 ~involving advancement of
the tongue root and raising of the front part of the tongue,
Maeda, 1990, Fig. 3b! but our factor 2 seems rather les
similar to the Maeda ‘‘tongue-dorsal-shape’’ paramet
which involves a contrast between flat and arched sha
Currently, we are unclear what might explain this differen
Possibly, the different nature of the corpora analyzed may
an influence: Unlike the running-speech corpus of Mae
our target sounds were restricted to vowels, and, in part
lar, did not include velar consonants. Functionally, howev
Maeda’s parameter and our factor 2 do appear reason
similar, since they both clearly distinguish high back vowe
from front vowels. The amount of variance explained by o
factor 2, namely, about 20%, is also strikingly similar to th
found by Maeda for his two subjects~23%!.

Last of all, we return briefly to the question of vocal
versus consonantal aspects of articulation in this study.
believe that our first two factors are of some general valid
i.e., they capture a complete vowel system in a physiolo
cally plausible manner. With respect to consonant articu
tion, the study was not aiming for the same level of gen
alizability. In fact, the important result was simply that the
aspects of articulation were less amenable to the highly c
strained PARAFAC model of speaker-specific effects. Int
estingly, the factor we extracted as factor 3~essentially by
means of a major relaxation of the constraints! did seem
compatible with thespirit of the PARAFAC approach of a
basic articulatory component common to all speakers. Po
bly some kind of preliminary transformation of the raw da
could have made it feasible to work successfully within t
basic PARAFAC framework throughout, even for this co
sonantal activity. However, this was beyond the scope of
present work, and, by itself, would still not resolve the ge
eral question of whether consonantal articulation require
departure from the PARAFAC approach—simply becau
our corpus was not designed to give balanced coverag
1031Philip Hoole: Tongue configurations of German vowels
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consonantal articulatory possibilities. This would be an int
esting topic for future investigation.
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1Here we should note in passing that PARAFAC factors are not constra
to be orthogonal, so triple products of exactly zero will not generally occ
Bro ~1997! uses a diagnostic referred to as the triple cosine; this is
numerically identical, but is closely related, to the triple product meas
used here.

2Numerically, the procedure is essentially the same as that outlined abo
test for degeneracy, but whereas the degeneracy test considers dif
factors in the same model, the present test considers the same fact
different models.

3In order to be able to correlate the vowel weights, only those vowel weig
from the combined model pertaining to the relevant single-consonant m
were used, e.g., only p-context vowels from the /!%/-model when compar-
ing to the /!/-only model.

4This regularity is least obvious for the pair /Öb/ vs /!/ ~both are located
very close to 0 on factor 1!; however, this difficulty would be resolved i
we assume that neutral tongue position actually occurs at slightly neg
values of factor 1. This is probably justified since the preponderance of
to high front vowels in the German system may well displace aver
tongue position~i.e., zero on the factor axis! away from a neutral position

5Nix et al. extracted a three-factor model for English, precisely in order
reinforce the potential for a subject-independent representation in term
the first two factors; their third factor captured subject-specific behavio
a kind that presumably could not be captured directly in the subject we
matrix.

6Jackson extracted three factors for the Icelandic vowel system, but
reanalysis of Nixet al. suggested that two factors may actually be mo
appropriate. Nevertheless, we would not like to exclude the possibility
vowel systems may exist requiring more than two factors.

7This seems justified since Nixet al. found strikingly similar factors for the
English and Icelandic data.

8In fact, it might be more correct to say that our factor 1 corresponds
combination of the ‘‘tongue-dorsum-position’’ and ‘‘jaw-position’’ param
eters in the Maeda model~and which we do not explicitly try to separate i
this analysis!. In his model these two parameters show considerable s
larities. Interestingly, the amount of variance explained by our fac
1—about 57%—is practically identical to the cumulative variance
plained by Maeda’s jaw- and tongue-position parameters, namely 58%
56% for his two speakers, respectively.
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